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Overview for Designers 

This guide is intended to provide information related to the development & design of 
communities powered by the Higher Logic Community (CMS Platform).  The foundation of the 
platform provides a wide range of features that can be leveraged to shape experiences.  
Understanding those designs and build principles is highly recommended before building custom 
elements.   

Suggestions & Considerations for Visual Designers 
• Learn the basics of the software and develop a strong understanding of how to configure, 

build, and apply designs to community sites with Page Designer, the CMS, and Admin Core.  
• Keep in mind the system is highly configurable. The best designs strive to exhaust all 

configuration options to achieve an outcome before scripting (JS or CSS) adjustments to 
meet design requirements. 

• Best Practices for using CSS in the platform (these may be obvious but they’re worth noting) 
o Write well-targeted, explicitly defined CSS classes. 
o Inspect the source and understand the wider context/containment of your targeted 

content as you define your styles. 
o Avoid targeting variable, system-generated IDs.  
o Avoid explicitly targeting the “sectionX” class, which is dynamically added by the system 

to the “col-md-x” layout div. Adding a row or changing a row’s placement on a page 
updates the class name to correspond to the new sequence.    

o Avoid using the “!important” declaration in custom CSS definitions. 
o Avoid overly broad target paths to targeted content to decrease unintended style bleed. 
o Add a CSS wrapper class to the structure holding targeted content to increase specificity. 
o Keep a local backup of your theme’s styles because there is no version control for CSS 

definitions. 
o Avoid editing the main theme CSS, add updates or additional CSS to the Override CSS 

instead. 
• Layouts: Before moving widgets from their original layout position in a section on a page to 

another section (in Visual Page Designer), review its context to identify any classes or settings 
germane to its proper display so they may be replicated in the new location. 

• Applying CSS Wrapper Classes: When adding wrapper class names to pages, rows, widgets, 
or content items. Avoid removing existing (names you did not add) class names since they 
are necessary for the base design to render properly, just add new ones to the input instead 
of overwriting.  

• Site Rendering: How a site renders depends on a layered nest of configuration settings across 
both admin sites, page settings and content (widget and custom HTML) configurations so 
take time to anticipate the impact and ripple effect of any changes prior to doing so. 
o The fastest way to build this understanding is to make and use a copy of the site for 

experimentation. 
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• Row layouts: Keep in mind that the Page Designer rows and cells are pre-made Bootstrap 
scaffolding / grid system, each row in a page’s layout already contains the nested “row” and 
“col-md-X” HTML div structure. 

 

FAQ 

What is the UI tech stack? 

ASP.NET master page, Bootstrap 3.0.1, jQuery 1.10.2, TypeScript, REACT 
 

In terms of the product’s visual design and display, what does Higher Logic support 
and/or warranty? 

The Higher Logic Platform “supports” all HL delivered themes and functional elements as 
provisioned from the Core models.  The responsibility for adaptations or modifications to 
those designs are to be supported by the subscriber’s designer or the subscriber of the 
site.  In some instances, and for some product lines, services may be provided by Higher 
Logic in support of custom based services or site design. 
 

How will I know of product system updates? 

Product release information is published as release notes on Higher Logic User Group 
(HUG).  Notifications of future and roadmap elements are also announced through HUG.  
For key product updates and notices, including maintenance, we generally provide inline 
content updates as well within the admin experience of the platform.  
 

If an update breaks my design, will Higher Logic help fix it? 

No. Custom designs are not maintained or supported by Higher Logic and are owned by 
the designers who created them. 
 

Can I get Higher Logic support for custom configurations, custom HTML/CSS/JS I’ve 
added to the system? 

As noted above, The Higher Logic Platform “supports” all HL delivered themes and 
functional elements as provisioned from the Core models.  The responsibility for 
adaptations or modification to those designs are to be supported by the subscriber’s 
designer or the subscriber of the site.  In some instances, for some product lines, services 
may be provided by Higher Logic in support of custom based services or site design. 
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In terms of WCAG 2.1, what is online community product’s level of compliance? 

Currently, Higher Logic's Online Community Models are at varying level of compliance 
with WCAG 2.1 Level AA guidelines, however our goal is to increase that compliance to 
provide a better experience for all our users. While we strive to achieve this enhanced 
level of accessibility, ultimately our clients configure, change, and create content which 
may or may not be compliant, and as a result we cannot guarantee compliance on every 
site. 
 

Does the master page use Bootstrap? 

Yes. The master page is in a single “container” with stacked and nested Bootstrap 
containment grids.  
 

 
 

Can I use a later version Bootstrap components on the site? 

Higher Logic currently only supports up to Bootstrap 3.0.1. 
 

Can I create and use custom REACT components? 

This level of customization is not supported in the platform.  
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Can I use PHP scripts and widgets to the site? 

No, with the exception of JavaScript, this is not supported.  We don’t allow server-side code, 
access to the servers, access to the source, access to widget code, etc. All design work must be 
done via the CMS, Theme, and inline scripting. 
 

 

What other scripting languages can I use to customize my site? 

Nothing other than JS. 
 

Can I add links to externally hosted JS/CSS/font files to the HTML document HEAD tag, so 
they load on every page? 

Yes, if you are a super admin. In Admin Core, navigate to Pages/Design/Advanced 
Settings and enter the URLs at the top of the form. 
 

 
 

Can I inject site-scoped content into the master page? 

Yes. In the CMS, navigate to Site Setup / Layout. At the bottom in “Additional Site-wide 
Content” you’ll see dropdown lists of all the site’s content for selection and injected at 
various places in the master page. 
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Can I just add my branding colors and logo without writing custom CSS? 

Yes. All sites have an associated theme. Each theme has a “Color Picker” where site-wide 
colors may be selected. In the CMS, navigate to Theme Editor/Themes List/*theme. 
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Can I add custom CSS? 

Yes. There are many opportunities to add custom CSS. At a global level, added to all sites 
on your tenant, in Admin Core (see above “Can I add links to externally hosted…”). At a 
theme-level, applies to all sites associated with a particular theme. At a page level, as a 
style block in an HTML content item. 

 

Where can I add CSS wrapper classes to pages on the site? 

When editing a page in the Page Designer, CSS classes may be associated with the page in 
the “Page Properties” section; to specific rows in the page layout by selecting the row 
and adding “CSS Wrapper Class Name” input; and lastly to page content, both widgets 
and HTML content items in the same manner stated above. 

 

What is the load order of the CSS on a page? 

System and component style sheets (Bootstrap, jQuery, etc.) load first in the document 
header. Next, any injected links you added in Admin Core load. Then associated theme 
style definitions (Imported Theme, Color Picker, and lastly Override CSS. For content in 
the body, normal cascade rules apply. Keep in mind CSS style blocks can be added to a 
page for local scope styling. 

 

Does the CMS allow me to create custom page layouts? 

Yes. Create a page, drag the row layouts to suite your needs. The Page Designer has 10 
row layouts to drag and drop.  

 

Is there a setting in the Page Designer that makes a row expand to 100% of the browser 
window?  

Yes. Select the row and check the box, “Full-width row”, under the “Row” layouts. Doing 
this adds the “row-full” class to the row automatically, making its width 100%. 
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Can I change the navigation structure of the site? 

Yes. The “Navigation” page in the CMS presents a tree of all pages on the site, you’re free 
to drag and drop in the structure, show, hide, create, and delete as needed. 

 

Can I add my own HTML content pages to the site? 

Yes. In the Page Designer under “Content”, drag the HTML block on the page and double 
click to launch the HTML editor.  

 

How do I add/change a site’s logo? 

In the CMS, navigate to Site Setup / Images and hit the “Choose” button to launch the file 
uploader. 

 

Can use a Bootstrap theme I purchased for the site design? 

No. No Bootstrap theme can be rolled onto the site without significant refactoring and 
customization by your designer. The online community product has a unique master page 
structure to accommodate our product’s features and functionality so there is no easy 
way to apply a premade theme with its own custom page structure. 

 

Are Font Awesome icons native to the online community? 

Yes, our solution includes Font Awesome icons, version 5.14.0-pro. 
 

Does Higher Logic offer SEO consulting? 

SEO consulting is not in scope; however, we do support common site analytics tracking. 
Check out support.higherlogic.com for more details.  
 

What site tracking software does Higher Logic support? 

Higher Logic natively supports Google Tag Manager, however other analytics packages, 
such as Adobe Analytics, may be added to the platform through site-wide content. The 
Subscriber is responsible for correctly deploying and maintaining any custom analytics 
added to the platform. 

 
 
 
 


